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Abstract
Wnt/b-catenin signalling regulates cell fate, survival, proliferation and differentiation at many stages of mammalian
development and pathology. Mutations of two key proteins in the pathway, APC and b-catenin, have been implicated in a
range of cancers, including colorectal cancer. Activation of Wnt signalling has been associated with the stabilization and
nuclear accumulation of b-catenin and consequential up-regulation of b-catenin/TCF gene transcription. In 2003, Lee et al.
constructed a computational model of Wnt signalling supported by experimental data from analysis of time-dependent
concentration of Wnt signalling proteins in Xenopus egg extracts. Subsequent studies have used the Xenopus quantitative
data to infer Wnt pathway dynamics in other systems. As a basis for understanding Wnt signalling in mammalian cells, a
confocal live cell imaging measurement technique is developed to measure the cell and nuclear volumes of MDCK, HEK293T
cells and 3 human colorectal cancer cell lines and the concentrations of Wnt signalling proteins b-catenin, Axin, APC, GSK3b
and E-cadherin. These parameters provide the basis for formulating Wnt signalling models for kidney/intestinal epithelial
mammalian cells. There are significant differences in concentrations of key proteins between Xenopus extracts and
mammalian whole cell lysates. Higher concentrations of Axin and lower concentrations of APC are present in mammalian
cells. Axin concentrations are greater than APC in kidney epithelial cells, whereas in intestinal epithelial cells the APC
concentration is higher than Axin. Computational simulations based on Lee’s model, with this new data, suggest a need for
a recalibration of the model. A quantitative understanding of Wnt signalling in mammalian cells, in particular human
colorectal cancers requires a detailed understanding of the concentrations of key protein complexes over time. Simulations
of Wnt signalling in mammalian cells can be initiated with the parameters measured in this report.
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Introduction
Wnt signalling regulates survival, proliferation and differen-
tiation at various stages of development [1,2,3,4]. It has been
proposed previously that a primary function of the Wnt pathway
is to modulate the concentration of the multi-functional protein
b-catenin [5,6]. b-catenin has several known roles in cellular
processes including cell adhesion, migration and transcription
[7]. When the Wnt pathway is inactive, a b-catenin degradation
complex is formed by the scaffold protein Axin and the multi-
functional protein Adenomatous Polyposis Coli (APC) [8,9].
This complex promotes the phosphorylation and degradation of
b-catenin by glycogen synthase kinase-3-b (GSK3b)[ 1 0 ] .T h i s
phosphorylation targets the b-catenin for degradation via the
proteasome [11]. According to current models [12,13,14]: upon
activation of Wnt signalling, the degradation complex formation
is disrupted, which leads to an increased concentration of b-
catenin in the cell. A functional consequence of increased b-
catenin appears to be an increased concentration of b-
catenin:T-Cell Factor complexes in the nucleus and the
activation of transcription of genes that promote cell prolifer-
ation [3,15].
Interpreting the roles of particular signalling proteins is
complex. For example, b-catenin is not only involved in gene
transcription, but is also a key member of a cell-cell adhesion
complex with E-cadherin [7], Axin also binds to many other
different proteins in the cell, many of which are involved in both
Wnt signalling [16] and in other signalling pathways such as
TGFb [17] and the JNK pathway [18]. APC is known to be a
tumour suppressor protein, but it is also reported to be involved in
cell adhesion [19], cell migration [20], cytoskeleton regulation [21]
and chromosomal segregation [22].
The multifunctional nature of these proteins means that the
Wnt signalling pathway also interacts with other major signalling
pathways. Critically, the cellular adhesion pathway is tightly linked
to the Wnt pathway - APC [23] and b-catenin [24] are involved in
both pathways. Loss of cellular adhesion junctions is known to be
one of the key hallmarks of cancer invasion and metastasis [25,26],
so it is unsurprising that mutations in b-catenin, Axin and APC
have all been detected in human cancer [27]. In fact, abnormal
regulation of the APC/b-catenin pathway has been linked to 60–
80% of sporadic colorectal cancers [28].
Understanding the dynamics of Wnt signalling and other
pathways requires a systems-level computational modelling
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@ludwig.edu.auapproach. Only then is it likely that the behaviour of these cellular
pathways, in response to specific stimuli or mutations, can be
predicted [29]. A key requirement of all computational models is
quantitative data on the temporal, spatial and post-translational
characteristics of the critical signalling proteins and their
complexes. Availability of quantitative data for modelling
signalling pathways is often limited or incomplete. The sparsity
of signalling data means that the modelling approach must be
adapted to the availability and quality of the data [30,31]. In 2003,
Lee et al. [32] developed a computational model of the Wnt
signalling pathway based on quantitative data from Xenopus egg
extracts. Subsequent computational models for Wnt signalling
[33,34,35,36] have been largely based on the Lee et al. model; but
the interpretation of predictions for mammalian systems is limited
by the lack of corresponding mammalian data for the concentra-
tions of key Wnt signalling proteins. In order to establish a
quantitative basis for understanding of Wnt signalling in
mammalian cells and human cancer, knowledge of the concen-
trations of key Wnt signalling proteins in mammalian cells is
essential.
In this study we report initial estimates of the concentration
of b-catenin, Axin, APC, GSK3b and E-cadherin in five
mammalian cell lines (HEK293T (Human Kidney Epithelial)
[37], Madin Darby canine kidney (MDCK, Normal Canine
Kidney Epithelial) [38,39], Caco-2 (human intestinal epithelial
cell line from a colorectal carcinoma) [40], SW480 (Human
Colorectal Adenocarcinoma) [41] and SW480APC (Human
Colorectal Adenocarcinoma expressing full-length recombi-
nant APC) [42]) in the basal (non-stimulated) state. The first
four proteins are well established components of the Wnt
signalling pathway (which were also measured in the Lee et al.’s
Xenopus study [32]). E-cadherin is an important interaction
partner of b-catenin in the cell-cell adhesion pathway [43,44].
A confocal microscopy technique is developed to measure the
average cell volume for each of the cell lines, allowing the
calculations of the concentrations of the key Wnt signalling
proteins within cells.
The results presented here demonstrate significant differences
in the concentrations of Wnt signalling proteins between the
Xenopus egg extracts [32] and mammalian cell lysates. A key
finding in the Lee et al. [32] Xenopus study was the relatively low
Axin concentration, compared to other measured proteins. In
the Xenopus egg extracts, low concentrations of Axin create a
rate-limiting step in b-catenin degradation. Here we report that,
in the mammalian cell lines, the concentrations of Axin are
considerably higher and are comparable to other protein
concentrations. Differences in the relative Axin and APC
concentrations are observed between mammalian intestinal
epithelial and kidney epithelial cells. In particular, higher
concentrations of Axin and lower APC concentrations are found
in the kidney epithelial mammalian cells, while in intestinal
epithelial cells, relatively high APC concentrations and low Axin
concentrations are observed. Mammalian cells have higher b-
catenin concentrations, than that observed in the Lee et al.’s
Xenopus extract, despite having a higher Axin concentration.
These mammalian experimental results provide a basis for
formulating computational models of the mammalian Wnt
pathway. The differences observed between the two systems
support the need for caution when translating the Xenopus Wnt
signalling model [32] into a mammalian system. Each mamma-
lian cell systems illustrates a different aspect of normal and
neoplastic Wnt signalling and should facilitate the development
of progressively integrated, quantitative models of the responses
of particular mammalian cells to Wnt stimulation.
Results and Discussion
Average viable cell compartment volumes of mammalian
cells
A protocol based on cytochemistry was developed using
engineering computational tools to measure and analyse the
whole cell and compartment (cytosol and nucleus) volumes of
mammalian cells in the resting (or ‘steady state’) and the dividing
state. The whole cell and cell compartment volumes of five
mammalian cell lines were determined: at least 50 cells were
analysed for each cell line. Live cells stained with fluorescent
compartment markers, namely Hoechst 33342 (nuclei), Calcein
AM (cytosol) and Vybrant DiI (membrane) were prepared and
imaged using confocal microscopy. The acquired image stacks
show that the trypsinised cells are generally spheroidal or
ellipsoidal in appearance (Figure 1). After image processing and
analysis, the measured fluorescent marked volumes of the cells are
processed and analysed. Data analyses indicate a linear correlation
between the viable whole cell volumes with the nuclei volume.
First, the normalised Calcein AM and Hoechst volume ratio
follows a normal distribution with a mean ratio for all the cell types
of 2.9060.58 (Figure 2, mean ratio range of between 2.2 to 3.6 for
independent cell lines) implying that the cell nucleus occupies
about one third of the cell volume (Figure 2A). Second, an
empirical data fit between the Calcein AM and Hoechst 33342
compartment volumes produced very good R
2 linear fits (0.78 to
0.999) (Figure 3B and Figures S12, S13, S14, and S15). These
results indicate a consistent relationship between viable cell
volume and the phase of cell cycle. The cell cycle phase
determines the DNA content and subsequently the nuclear
volume (i.e. a dividing cell also has a larger average cellular
volume and thus maintains its cell size to nuclear size ratio)
[45,46,47]. When a cell is in the S phase, DNA replication doubles
the DNA content, while in M phase, the cell volume doubles [46].
These results are consistent with reports suggesting that the cell
regulates and maintains an average cell size and nuclear-
cytoplasmic ratio over successive generations [45,47].
Using this relationship, the resting (non-dividing, ND) and
dividing (D) populations of cells can be identified (using the
selection criteria described in Text S2). Results are tabulated in
Table 1. The results indicate that out of the 469 cells analysed,
about 90% of the cells are not in S or M phase. The cell lines in
this study have fewer than 10% of dividing cells, with the
exception of MDCK cells which have a dividing cell population of
about 14%. The non-dividing cell population is used for all
estimates of protein concentrations. It is noted that the resultant
Hoechst/Calcein R
2 linear correlation for the non-dividing
population is still reasonably correlated (see Table 1, Figure 3C
and Figures S12, S13, S14, and S15, R
2 0.58 to 0.99).
The volumes (calculated and marked by compartment markers)
of the two populations (N and ND) are tabulated in Table 2. These
results show a doubling of cell volumes for dividing cells versus
resting cells in all the cell lines, as seen for each fluorescent marked
volume with mean D/ND volume ratios (all cell lines) of 2.0, 1.94
and 2.0 for the three compartment markers respectively. This is
consistent with the expected doubling of cell size during mitotic
division. Interestingly, the D/ND volume ratio for MDCK
appears to be consistently lower than the other cell lines at 1.7
while the D/ND volume ratio for SW480 appears to be higher for
the Calcein AM and Vybrant DiI marked volumes compared with
the respective averages. These volume measurement results
indicate that Caco-2 cells have by far the largest volumes
(Table 2). Among these cell lines, MDCK was the only cell line
having a previous independent measurement of its cell volume.
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1.860.2 pL [48]. This measured volume is in good agreement
with the corresponding value measured in this study (1.656
0.51 pL). Furthermore, this measurement protocol enables the
different populations of dividing (2.5360.37 pL) and non-dividing
(1.5060.36 pL) cells to be isolated and measured.
The measured compartmental volumes for non-dividing cells
are tabulated in Table 3 and Figure 4A for each cell type. Note the
lipid bilayer of the membrane is much smaller than the resolution
of the confocal and the Vybrant DiI membrane stain localisation is
not confined to the membrane. Consequently, instead Vybrant DiI
membrane stain localisation is better described as labelling the
membrane and near membrane cytoplasm (or outer cytoplasm).
Hence we report three compartment volumes, the nuclei, the
cytoplasm and the membrane-outer cytoplasm compartment.
Approximately half of the cellular volume of non-dividing cells
is associated with the cytoplasm (Figure 4B), while nuclei and
membrane-outer cytoplasm compartments contribute equally to
the remaining volume, i.e. the Nuclei:Cytosol:Membrane-Outer
Cytoplasm (N:C:M) ratios of the different cell lines were
Figure 1. 3D confocal imaging sample results (SW480APC).
Trypsinised SW480APC cells stained with Calcein AM fluorescent dye
(green), Hoechst 33342 nucleic acid stain (blue) and Vybrant DiI cell
labelling solution (red), fluorescent marking the cytoplasm, nuclei and
membrane respectively. Different overlayed fluorescent signal views of
a sample of the acquired image stack are as show, namely (A) 2D
sectional view; (B) orthogonal views of selected cells; (C) 3D volumetric
view with blending effect.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g001
Figure 2. Population statistics of all cell types. Population
statistics of all cells showing the (A) histograms of normalised volume
(Calcein AM/Hoechst) and the (B) average normalised volume column
chart. (AU: Arbitrary Units).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g002
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HEK293T’s compartment distributions were 1:3:1 i.e. a larger
cytosolic compartment, and 1:1:0.5 i.e. a larger nuclear compart-
ment, respectively.
The confocal quantification technique not only provided
consistent whole cell volume quantification, it also provides the
cell compartment volume data. Cell compartment data are crucial
for modelling of the intracellular pathways as protein concentra-
tions are rarely evenly distributed throughout cells. Other
advantages of this technique include the ease of application with
relatively simple staining, imaging and cell selection steps involved.
Furthermore, the analytical quantification has been partially
automated in MATLAB. This procedure can be further developed
for extensive and bulk quantification of large datasets. The
availability of such tools to biochemist and/or computational
biologists will provide a fast and reproducible alternative to
acquiring crucial quantitative data needed for systems and
computational modelling. In addition to the absence of whole
cell volume data for the mammalian cells, there is also an absence
of compartment volume data in the current literature. In recent
years, it has become clearer that many of the mechanisms in the
cellular pathway involve translocation between compartments
within the cell. To understand and model the relative changes and
translocation of proteins between compartments, an understand-
ing of the levels of specific proteins in different regions or
compartment of the cell is needed. These proteins concentrations
are crucial for estimating the reaction rates in the computational
models of signal transduction pathways.
Concentrations of Wnt signalling proteins in five
mammalian cell lines
The total protein amounts per cell, as shown in Figure 5, are
calculated from the quantitative immuno blots and cell count
experiments. Typical western blots for the five proteins investi-
gated in this study are as shown in Figure S5. It is un-surprising
that some of the proteins exhibit closely located multiple bands on
the blots due to probable degradation products. These multiple
bands appear to be more pronounced in b-catenin and E-cadherin
blots. In this study, the higher or more pronounced bands at the
molecular weights for the full-length functional proteins are used
for our measurements. In the case of APC in the intestinal
epithelial cell lines, the truncated form of APC (DAPC) [49] is
quantified and it should be noted that for SW480APC, the level of
full length (wild-type) APC [42] is too low for quantitation. In
kidney epithelial cells, full length (wild-type) APC can be detected
and quantified. Axin expression is viewed as a doublet band for all
the cell lines.
Quantification results show that MDCK cells have the highest
amounts of total protein per cell among the cell types investigated.
Subsequently, the concentrations of the four key Wnt proteins and
E-cadherin were calculated and are summarised in Figure 6 with
molecules per cell calculations tabulated in Table 4. From the
concentration data, two groups of proteins can be distinguished.
For all cell lines, b-catenin and E-cadherin concentrations are
significantly higher than the other three proteins (APC, Axin and
GSK3b), with the only exception being the E-cadherin concen-
tration of HEK293T cells. In HEK293T, there is a low level of E-
cadherin compared to the other cell lines. This low level of E-
cadherin in the HEK293T cells might be due to the presence of N-
Figure 3. Cell population sizing and selection. Population
statistics of SW480APC, showing the (A) histograms of normalised
volume (Calcein AM/Hoechst); (B) Scatter plot of fluorescent marked
volumes (Calcein AM vs. Hoechst) showing a good linear relationship;
(C) Scatter plot of fluorescent marked volumes (Calcein AM vs. Hoechst)
showing population isolation and the cut-off volumes applied.
Statistical results for other cell lines are as shown in the Figures S12,
S13, S14, and S15.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g003
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On the other hand, HEK293T cells have the highest Axin
concentration among the cell lines. The MDCK cells have the
highest E-cadherin concentration (570 nM), b-catenin (1500 nM)
and GSK3b (120 nM) concentrations among the various cell lines.
These concentrations are significantly higher than the correspond-
ing concentrations in the human cell lines.
Measurements of total b-catenin concentrations in the
functional pools or compartments (nuclear, membrane and
cytosol) of the cell lines are as shown in Figure 7. Summations
of the compartment protein concentrations correlates well with
the whole cell lysate concentration measured, with the exception
being MDCK where loss (Figure 7A) is observed due to the
fractionation process. Figure 7B shows that for HEK293T,
MDCK and Caco-2, the majority of the b-catenin (.65% of
total) is in the membrane with about 4–8% in the cytosol and the
remainder (27–31%) in the nucleus. The high membrane
association of b-catenin is highly likely to be in complex with
the cadherin consistent with the adhesive role of epithelial cells.
Interestingly for SW480 and SW480APC, most of the b-catenin
is in the cytosol (51%) with 38% in the membrane and a lower
nuclear b-catenin (11%) which is significantly different from the
other three cell lines.
It should be noted that for SW480 and SW480APC cells the
culture conditions (i.e. confluency levels) have a significant impact
on the consequent spatial localisation of b-catenin. This effect has
been investigated briefly using both sub-cellular fractionation
approach and a confocal imaging quantitation (see Figure S10 and
Text S3). This dependency of b-catenin compartment distribution
on cell confluency can be observed in immunofluorescent images
and 3D quantification analysis (compartmentalising the nuclear
and non-nuclear signal) of these cells taken at different levels of
confluence. From the image analysis, when the cells are less
confluent, the majority of the b-catenin is in the nucleus
compartment (Figure S10E). In the above fractionation experi-
ment, the b-catenin compartment concentrations are obtained
from confluent cultures (.90%), in-line with the conditions of the
whole cell lysate preparations. The compartment distributions for
less confluent cells have also been investigated (see Figure S10F–
H); there is a higher percentage of nuclear b-catenin and lower
percentage of membrane associated b-catenin. This observation is
in agreement with the imaging analysis results. This confluency
dependency is an important consideration when investigating
protein dynamics in SW480 and SW480APC cells.
Further to that, ‘‘active’’ b-catenin (ABC) concentrations
[52,53] and distributions in the nuclear, membrane and cytosol





Population (D)% ND % D Total R
2 ND R
2
HEK293T 83 76 7 91.6 8.4 0.78 0.58
MDCK 56 48 8 85.7 14.3 0.80 0.58
Caco2 119 110 9 92.4 7.6 0.99 0.71
SW480 72 68 4 94.4 5.6 0.80 0.68
SW480APC 139 127 12 91.4 8.6 0.99 0.99
All Cell Types 469 429 40 91.5 8.5 - -
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.t001
Table 2. Summary for fluorescence marked volumes for all five cell types.
Cell Type Marker Total (pL) Non-Dividing (pL) [ND, Resting] Dividing (pL) [D] D4ND*
HEK293T Calcein AM 1.55 6 0.51 1.44 6 0.35 2.75 6 0.39 1.9
MDCK Calcein AM 1.39 6 0.42 1.27 6 0.29 2.15 6 0.24 1.7
Caco2 Calcein AM 2.23 6 0.88 2.08 6 0.68 4.16 6 0.83 2.0
SW480 Calcein AM 1.64 6 0.73 1.52 6 0.51 3.62 6 1.06 2.4
SW480APC Calcein AM 1.33 6 0.49 1.22 6 0.32 2.47 6 0.50 2.0
HEK293T Hoechst 33342 0.69 6 0.21 0.65 6 0.14 1.13 6 0.28 1.7
MDCK Hoechst 33342 0.40 6 0.11 0.36 6 0.08 0.61 6 0.07 1.7
Caco2 Hoechst 33342 0.80 6 0.33 0.74 6 0.22 1.61 6 0.39 2.2
SW480 Hoechst 33342 0.53 6 0.2 0.50 6 0.15 1.03 6 0.27 2.1
SW480APC Hoechst 33342 0.45 6 0.17 0.41 6 0.10 0.83 6 0.24 2.0
HEK293T Vybrant DiI 1.97 6 0.73 1.82 6 0.51 3.66 6 0.62 2.0
MDCK Vybrant DiI 1.65 6 0.51 1.50 6 0.36 2.53 6 0.37 1.7
Caco2 Vybrant DiI 2.81 6 1.11 2.61 6 0.85 5.28 6 1.02 2.0
SW480 Vybrant DiI 2.11 6 0.9 1.97 6 0.65 4.46 6 1.40 2.3
SW480APC Vybrant DiI 1.70 6 0.68 1.56 6 0.45 3.18 6 0.89 2.0
*Mean D4ND ratios of all cell types for Calcein AM, Hoechst 33342 and Vybrant DiI are 2.0, 1.94 and 2.0 respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.t002
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(Figure S11). There is variation of total and sub-cellular
distributions of ‘‘active’’ b-catenin between the different cell lines.
The ‘‘active’’ b-catenin is higher in SW480 and SW480APC cell
lines. The culture conditions affect the sub-cellular distribution of
‘‘active’’ b-catenin: there is increasing nuclear and decreasing
cytosolic levels with decreasing cell confluency. The level of
‘‘active’’ b-catenin is higher in SW480 than SW480APC cells at
low cell density.
Analysis of intestinal epithelial cells (Caco-2, SW480 and
SW480APC) and kidney epithelial mammalian cell lines
(HEK293T and MDCK) reveals a pattern between the key
scaffold proteins Axin and APC levels, whereas no trend is seen in
the b-catenin concentrations between these two cell groups. The
initial observation is that Axin and APC are present at
comparatively low concentrations in intestinal mammalian cells.
The absence of a pattern in b-catenin levels is unexpected as the b-
catenin levels are hypothesized to be modulated by the
degradation complex (which includes APC and Axin). As such,
higher wild-type Axin or APC levels should imply a corresponding
lower b-catenin levels and vice versa, but this is not observed here.
It is also noted that the concentration of Axin is higher than that of
APC in the kidney cells; however, in the intestinal cells APC
concentrations are higher than Axin concentrations. The signif-
icantly higher level of Axin than APC, for kidney mammalian cell
lines, as compared to intestinal mammalian cell lines, is shown by
the small APC:Axin ratio (,0.1) for kidney mammalian cell lines
in contrast to an APC:Axin ratio greater than 0.5 for intestinal
mammalian cell lines (see Figure 8). It is noted that SW480APC
has the highest APC:Axin ratio (1.26) among the cell lines. It
should be highlighted that the Caco-2 and SW480 cell lines have
mutant APC gene leading to the expression of truncated forms of
APC (DAPC), with reduced ability to form signalling complexes.
Caco-2 has a single APC with a nonsense mutation at codon
1367, a C to T transition changing Gln (CAG) to a stop codon
(TAG) [54,55,56,57]. SW480 gene has only one APC allele
truncated at codon 1338 [49,56,58]. Further, SW480 cells express
only DAPC [49] while SW480APC are SW480 cells with stable
ectopic expression of wild-type APC [42]. However, the amount of
wild type APC was found to be too low to detect and the
SW480APC measurement reported here is for DAPC (which
represents about 95% of total APC in the SW480APC cells (Dr
Maree Faux, unpublished data)). The truncated APC of SW480,
SW480APC and Caco-2 retains all the 15 amino-acid (aa) repeats
but only one 20 aa repeat [55]. This loss of C-terminal sequences
leads to a loss of binding functions for nuclear import, microtubule
binding, EB1/RP1 binding, and Axin binding sites. Depending on
the degree of truncation, the truncated APC (DAPC) may lose
most of, if not all of, its b-catenin binding [59]. All these processes
could cause changes to the regulation and functions of the
truncated APC protein and potentially downstream proteins that it
regulates. One example of such a potential regulation could be an
increase in E-cadherin expression with the stable expression of full-
length wild type APC in SW480APC cells, as compared to SW480
(which expresses DAPC), which suggested a role for APC in the
regulation of E-cadherin localization [42]. The increase in
expression of E-cadherin is observed in this study (that is, the
concentration of E-cadherin in SW480APC cells is 190 nM as
compared with 100 nM for SW480 cells, Figure 6).
These observed differences in Axin and APC concentrations
between kidney and intestinal mammalian cells has not been
reported previously and will be critical information in the
development of mammalian Wnt pathway models.
Differences in Key Wnt Signalling Protein Concentrations
between Mammalian Cells and Xenopus Egg Extracts
The total protein concentrations for b-catenin, Axin, APC and
GSK3b for the Xenopus egg extract and the WCL from the
kidney epithelial mammalian cell lines, (HEK293T and MDCK)
and three intestinal epithelial mammalian cells lines (Caco-2,
SW480 and SW480APC) are shown in Figure 9. Lee and co-
workers [32] reported the total concentration of APC, GSK3b, b-
catenin and Axin for the Xenopus egg extract [32]. Their
estimations of protein concentrations were obtained using similar
techniques as to those presented here, i.e. quantitative Western
blot analysis. In Lee et al. (2003), the levels of APC and GSK3b
were assumed to be maintained at a comparatively high level as
biochemical degradation experiments indicated reasonably slow
turnover of APC and GSK3b with no clear degradation observed
within 3 hours. Therefore no synthesis or degradation for the two
proteins is explicitly parameterized in their model.
In view of establishing a better understanding of the differences
in protein levels between the two cellular systems, comparison
were made between Lee et al.’s estimations and the results acquired
in this study. Several differences were noted. First, comparing
kidney epithelial mammalian cells with Xenopus, the b-catenin
concentrations are 10 to 40 times higher in the kidney epithelial
mammalian cells than that reported in the Xenopus egg extracts.
Levels of GSK3b are similar in both systems. There is a marked
difference in the concentrations of Axin. Lee and colleague (2003)
proposed that Axin is the rate limiting factor in the Xenopus Wnt
signalling pathway, as the measured total concentration of
0.02 nM are two to three orders magnitude lower than the other
measured protein concentrations in the Wnt signalling pathway.
Certainly Lee et al.’s Axin concentrations were much lower than
the 110–150 nM range detected in mammalian cells, and yet we
Table 3. Compartmental volumes and ratios.
Compartment Volume (pL) Compartment Ratios
Cell line Nuclei Cytosol
Membrane-Outer
Cytoplasm Nuclei:Cyto:Membrane-Outer Cytoplasm
HEK293T 0.65 0.79 0.37 1.0:1.2:0.6
MDCK 0.36 0.91 0.24 1.0:2.5:0.7
Caco-2 0.74 1.34 0.53 1.0:1.8:0.7
SW480 0.50 1.03 0.45 1.0:2.0:0.9
SW480APC 0.41 0.81 0.34 1.0:2.0:0.8
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.t003
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despite Axin presumably no longer being rate-limiting. Further-
more, no substantial differences in b-catenin between kidney
epithelial mammalian and intestinal epithelial mammalian cells
are observed in spite of the differing levels of Axin. These
observations are therefore inconsistent with the dogma that b-
catenin degradation, facilitated by the degradation complex, is
limited by the level of Axin. The situation is further complicated
by an unexpectedly low APC level in kidney epithelial mammalian
cells. One possible explanation for this discrepancy between the
two cellular systems may be due to the presence of self-associated
aggregations or vesicles of Axin in the cytoplasm in HEK293T and
MDCK cells known as puncta [19,60,61] as indicated in recent
studies. Puncta formation may modulate the overall concentra-
tions of soluble Axin (in the cytoplasm) possibility by means of
aggregation or reduction in degradation by shielding. Another
possible explanation is the observation that the total concentration
of APC in the kidney epithelial mammalian cell lines was more
than 10-fold lower than Lee’s values (where they postulated that
APC was in abundance and unlikely to change significantly with
time). That is, a comparatively lower APC may offset the higher
Axin in affecting mammalian b-catenin concentrations.
Comparing intestinal epithelial mammalian cells with Xenopus,
again the b-catenin concentrations are higher (10 to 20 times) in the
intestinal epithelial mammalian cells than the Xenopus egg
extracts. Similarly to kidney epithelial mammalian cells, Axin
levels are even more elevated (1000–1600 times higher) in
intestinal epithelial mammalian cells than in the Xenopus extracts.
In contrast, APC levels are 3 to 6 times lower in intestinal
epithelial mammalian cells. It is surprising that the difference in b-
catenin levels between kidney epithelial mammalian and intestinal
epithelial mammalian cells are not as substantial as one would
have expected. This implies that the pool of b-catenin regulated by
the Wnt pathway might be small in comparison to the total
amount of b-catenin protein. The GSK3b in Caco-2 cells are
similar to the Xenopus extract, whereas in SW480 the GSK3b
levels are 2 to 5 times lower than the Xenopus extracts.
Overall, APC concentrations in these cell lines are significantly
lower than that reported in the Xenopus egg extract by Lee et al.
(2003). This is surprising considering APC is widely considered to
be a tumour suppressor protein and therefore is expected to be at a
significant level in order to serve that particular function. Again
despite differing levels of APC between kidney epithelial
mammalian cells and intestinal epithelial mammalian cells, there
are not substantial differences in b-catenin levels, adding to the
complication of the roles of Axin and APC in b-catenin
modulation or the subset of b-catenin affected by this modulation.
In general, mammalian cells (kidney epithelial and intestinal
epithelial) have lower APC and higher Axin and b-catenin levels than
the Xenopus extract. One might expect these differences in these key
protein concentration to substantially change the dynamics of
signalling through the Wnt pathway. All of these observed differences
might be due to the different cellular systems involved (mammalian
vs. amphibian) or the different functional needs (epithelial vs.
reproductive cells) of the tissues, and so for the cells of different
tissue origin. Xenopus extract was based on the cytoplasm of
Figure 5. Total protein per cell for each cell line. Error bar: Root
Mean Squared Error (SEM).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g005
Figure 4. Cell volume measurement statistics for non-dividing
cells. Fluorescent marked and calculated compartment volumes and
distribution results showing (A) calibrated cell compartment volumes in
pL, (B) distribution of compartment volume (% of total) and (C)
fluorescent marked volumes in pL for non-dividing cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g004
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Nonetheless, these results highlight the care needed in using data
from a range of species or even cell types within a species and the
requirement of more species specific quantitative data. These steady
state protein quantifications will be crucial data for progressive
computationally modelling of the mammalian Wnt pathway.
Calibration Analysis of Lee et al. 2003 Model for
mammalian cells
Lee et al. proposed a computational model (Figure 2A of Lee
et al. 2003 [32]) for the interactions and dynamics of the core
components of the Wnt signalling pathway in the Xenopus egg
extract system. In order to determine if Lee et al. 2003 model [32]
is applicable for mammalian cells, the model needs to be tested
with the new mammalian data obtained here. Possible computa-
tional validation tests include adjustments of reaction rates, initial
conditions or fluxes. In this study, the Lee et al.’s model is tested in
its response to adjusting the initial protein concentrations to the
levels found in mammalian cell extracts only.
The Lee et al. 2003 model [32] was reconstructed (in its
complete form with the full set of ODE equations) and allowed to
run to steady state under specific conditions. Specifically, the
reaction rates from the original Lee et al. model were retained,
including the production and degradation rates of various pathway
components, such that the only change made is the use of
mammalian whole cell concentrations measured here as the initial
concentrations for the simulations. Steady state analysis is then
conducted in two phases (A and B) based on that described by Lee
et al. 2003 [32] with modifications (see Figure 10). In Phase A, the
model is simulated without Wnt stimulation (Wnt=0) as a closed
system (i.e. no input and output fluxes) and the model allowed to
run to let the respective proteins distribute among the various
protein complexes. New steady states are so obtained from the
initial total concentration of each protein. In Phase B, using the
newly calculated steady states as initial concentrations, again the
Figure 6. Key protein concentration distribution in mammalian cells. (A) Average concentration of key Wnt proteins and E-cadherin of the
five mammalian cell lines. (B) Figure redrawn in linear scale, reiterating the significant difference in concentrations between the proteins measured
and the effect of log scales on perception of concentration differences. *Note that the APC measured in Caco-2, SW480 and SW480 are DAPC. The
amount of wild type APC is too low to be detected and the measurement here is for DAPC. In SW480APC, approximately 95% of the total APC is
DAPC (unpublished data) (Data: Concentration in nM 6 SEM (n repeats), Error bars: SEM).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g006
Table 4. Molecules per cell count (61000).
HEK293T Caco-2 MDCK SW480 SW480APC
b-Catenin 540 610 1400 780 640
E-cadherin 30 440 510 100 180
Axin 160 50 99 40 20
APC 4 27 8 40 23
GSK3b 80 90 110 25 10
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.t004
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open system (i.e. all reactions and external fluxes applied). The
simulation allowed the respective proteins to again be redistributed
among the complexes and the steady state levels for the open
system calculated. For the model to be open-system, steady-state
calibrated, the total initial concentration of each protein, after
completing Phase B, is expected to be maintained at steady state.
Only upon calibration of the open-system, steady-state (OSSS)
should the analysis proceed on to subsequent temporal tests and
analysis (Phase C, Figure 10).
Comparison of open-system, steady-state results (Phase A and B,
Figure 11) for Lee et al. model using mammalian concentrations
indicate significant differences. Figure 11 presents the initial and
open-system steady-state predictions of the concentrations of the
different components of the pathway in each cell type and shows
how the proteins redistribute among the various complexes. A
clear difference in steady state response is obtained using the
mammalian data compared to that for the Xenopus data. This
suggests that the Lee et al. model is not representative of
mammalian cells. At a minimum, additional calibration of rates
of production or degradation, reaction rates, or new reactions
would be required to obtain agreement between observed total
concentrations and model simulations.
Using the Lee et al. model [32], the predicted steady state
concentration of free Axin for all cell lines is very low (,0.5 pM).
Furthermore, concentrations of proteins for the majority of the
complexes in the degradation cycle are low and primarily limited
by the low level of steady state free Axin. Figure 12 shows the free
protein and complexes levels for each protein in the system. The
level of total Axin in all the cell types tends toward a very low level
(,0.02 nM). The steady state level of b-catenin is lower than the
initial starting total concentration (as can be seen from the initial to
steady state concentration (I:SS) ratios. For HEK293T and
SW480APC, more than 75% of the initial total b-catenin
concentration is retained at steady state, while Lee et al.’s (2003)
model retained 97% of the initial total protein. However for
MDCK, Caco-2 and SW480, less than 40% of the initial protein
concentration is maintained. The I:SS ratio for MDCK is
particularly small at 1:0.09 with only 9% of the initial b-catenin
protein retained. It is noted that the low I:SS ratio appears to
correspond with smaller SS Axin level (,0.004 nM) and higher
GSK3b concentration (both components of the degradation
complex). As no input and output fluxes are present in the Lee
et al. (2003) model [32] it is expected that the predicted
concentrations of APC and GSK3b remained stable (results not
shown).
Regardless of the set of initial concentrations (Xenopus or
mammalian), the total steady state concentration of Axin is
predicted to be extremely low (,0.02 nM) in the Lee et al. (2003)
model. This low Axin level means that there would be a very low
and perhaps limiting concentration of degradation complex
available to degrade b-catenin. This Axin limitation can be
further substantiated by the low levels of protein complexes
formed (,0.0005 nM) for the different cell lines (Figure 11)
To test the uniqueness of the steady state solution for particular
initial concentrations, simulations were also repeated for a
different pathway to the open-system steady-state, namely, from
the initial concentrations directly to the open- system steady-state
(Figure 10). In other words, Phase A (closed system) was not
performed prior to Phase B (open system). The same final steady
state solution is obtained using the one stage or two stage protein
redistribution methods (Figure 10). It should be noted that Lee’s
model parameters [32] were calculated from steady state solutions
of the derived system equations based on their initial total
concentrations. As such the parameters are optimised for the
Xenopus egg extract initial concentrations with constant APC and
GSK3b, along with a very low Axin levels. The production and
degradation terms for b-catenin and Axin were optimised for the
Xenopus egg extract experiments. The differences in observed
concentrations of these proteins in the mammalian cell extracts
imply that the turnover rates (i.e. rates of production and
degradation) for b-catenin and Axin are different in mammalian
cellular systems. The low Axin concentration may well be specific
for the Xenopus egg. The applicability of this condition to
mammalian cells is questioned in this study and by others [62].
In the case of mammalian cells, Lee et al.’s model has to be re-
calibrated using the mammalian experimental data as a prereq-
uisite for further analysis. Therefore, optimisations of the reactions
constants, turnover rates or reaction topology will be required.
This is the subject of investigation of our subsequent work which
includes experimental analysis and computational predictions of
the temporal behaviours of the Wnt signalling pathway compo-
nents in several mammalian cells. Further, temporal data required
to validate b-catenin dynamics in the mammalian whole cells were
acquired to calibrate and validate the computational models
(manuscript in preparation).
Lee et al.’s model was the first comprehensive computational
model of the Wnt pathway and is notable for its successful
integration of computational-and experimental approaches. It has
triggered several subsequent computational studies that extended
the Lee et al. model [33,34,35,36]. It should however be noted that
Figure 7. Sub-cellular distribution of b-catenin in mammalian
cells. (A) Compartment concentrations for b-catenin in HEK293T, Caco-
2, MDCK, SW480 and SW480APC cells. Note: Percentage of whole cell b-
catenin concentrations is in parentheses. (B) Protein recoveries (Sum of
compartment proteins) from the fractionation experiment compared
with the measured whole cell lysate.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g007
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the Xenopus cell free system without experimental validation in
the systems being studied. From our results, it is clear that the
concentrations of the various components of the pathway are
different for particular cell types and species. So it should be
expected that the Wnt pathway display substantially different
dynamics for different cell types. This has important consequences
for any conclusions drawn for models of Wnt signalling in human
Figure 8. Concentrations of Axin and APC in mammalian whole cell lysate. The data is displayed in log scale. * Note that for SW480APC, as
the level of wild-type (WT) APC is too low to be detected in this set of experiments, the measurements made in this study comprised that of mutant
(MT) APC only. Error Bars: SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g008
Figure 9. Key protein concentrations in different cell lines. Comparison of key protein concentrations (b-catenin, Axin, APC and GSK3b)
between the Xenopus extract (Lee et al., 2003), two kidney epithelial mammalian cells (HEK293T and MDCK) and three intestinal epithelial
mammalian cells (Caco-2, SW480 and SW480APC). * DAPC measured in Caco-2, SW480 and SW480. For SW480APC, as the level of wild-type APC is too
low to be detected in this set of experiment, the measurements made in this study comprised that of DAPC only. The data is displayed in log scale.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g009
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higher concentrations of Axin in mammalian cells (20–150 nM)
than in the Lee et al. model (0.02 nM) requires careful
interpretations of Axin-mediated degradation kinetics. Preferably
relevant data should be acquired to enable model validation.
Two interesting studies on Wnt modelling were published in
recent years by van Leeuwen et al. [63]. They first developed a
mathematical model of the Wnt pathway that incorporates dual
roles for b-catenin in adhesion and transcription functions. They
introduced aspects of compartmental modelling by distinguishing
different conformations of b-catenin with different affinities for E-
cadherin. They subsequently applied the model to a multi-scale
computational model of intestinal crypt dynamics, i.e. a mamma-
lian system, linking the different levels of spatial organisation for
cellular signalling, cell biology and tissue organisation towards a
systems approach for understanding intestinal biology [63,64].
These studies highlight the increasing emphasis of intracellular
spatial considerations to understanding and modelling of complex
biological pathways. Furthermore, recent reports have described
the distinction of specific spatial localisation of key Wnt signalling
proteins in the cell, including GSK3b sequestering in the
multivesicular bodies for functional Wnt signalling [65], Axin in
sub-cellular puncta [19,66,67], APC with microtubules and b-
catenin in the cytoplasm [68] and at the membrane [19] while b-
catenin has been found at the membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus.
These spatial localisations of key proteins have to be carefully
considered for more advanced future models of the Wnt signalling
pathway. However to date measurement techniques to obtain the
quantitative compartmentalization data have been lacking. The
3D-confocal microscopy measurement technique and the data
described and acquired in this study therefore provided an
excellent platform for spatial data acquisition and to facilitate
more in-depth modelling of signalling pathways. Specifically, with
the development of quantitative imaging technique to compart-
mentalise cells, a move towards an experimental-computational
compartment model of Wnt signalling in mammalian cells is now
within reach.
Materials and Methods
Cell Cultures and Treatments
Mammalian cell lines were used in this study: HEK293T, a
human kidney epithelial [69], Madin Darby Canine Kidney
(MDCK) a normal canine kidney epithelial (sub-clone obtained
from Anne Ridley, Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research,
London, UK. [70]), Caco-2 (C2BBe1 clone, #CRL-2102,
American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, MD) a human
intestinal epithelial cell line derived from a colorectal carcinoma,
SW480 a human colorectal adenocarcinoma [71] and
SW480APC (a human colorectal adenocarcinoma expressing full
length APC) [42]. HEK293T and MDCK were grown in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS). SW480, SW480APC and Caco-2
were grown in GIBCO’s RPMI media supplemented with 10%
FCS, Thioglycerol (1.075 mg/ml), Insulin (1.14 mg/ml) and
Hydrocortisone (1 mg/ml)). All cells investigated in this study are
non-stimulated (basal state).
Antibodies, Fluorescents Cellular Markers and Reagents
The following primary monoclonal antibodies were used in this
study: anti-GSK3b (Transduction Laboratories, mouse G22320,
BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), anti-b-catenin (Transduction
Laboratories, mouse 610153, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), anti-
Active-b-catenin (Millipore, mouse clone 8E7, cat#05-665,
Figure 10. Computational Modelling Steps and Model Calibration Test Requirement. Typical computational modelling involves initial
steady state analysis: Phase A, initial concentration to steady state protein redistribution in a closed system (no input and output from the system);
Phase B, steady state protein redistribution in an open system and a subsequent transient analysis (Phase C, steady state to perturbation time-
course). Phase A and B involves redistribution of proteins among the protein complexes while Phase C applies the redistributed concentrations to
conduct transient investigations. Phase A and B are initial pre-requisites for a calibrated model whereby the total protein concentration for each
protein should be maintained at steady state in an open system (inset).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g010
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mouse 610181, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), anti-b-tubulin
(mouse cat#560381, BD Pharmingen
TM, BD Biosciences, USA).
The following primary polyclonal antibodies were used: anti-APC
(H-290, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) and anti-
Axin (rabbit cat#34-5900, Zymed Laboratories, CA) antibodies.
The following secondary antibodies were used: goat anti-mouse
IRDye 800CW (926–32210, LICOR Bioscience, Lincoln, NE)
and anti-rabbit IRDye 800CW (926–32211, LI-COR Bioscience,
Lincoln, NE).
The following cell labelling solutions were used in this study:
BD
TM Calcein AM Fluorescent Dye (cat# 354217 BD Bioscienc-
es, San Jose, CA) used as a green fluorescent live cell marker [72].
Calcein AM is a non-fluorescent and membrane-permeant
allowing it to enter the cells before being cleaved by intracellular
esterase, forming the membrane-impermeant fluorophore calcein.
Figure 11. Steady State Analysis of protein complex for different cell lines. Initial to steady state protein redistribution among the
interacting complexes of the Wnt signalling pathway for the different cell lines. (A) Xenopus (B) HEK293T (C) MDCK (D) Caco-2 (E) SW480 and (F)
SW480APC. Note: Concentrations of protein and complexes involving Axin (in dotted box) are significantly low in all cell lines.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g011
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and thus marks the intracellular space. Calcein is usually evenly
distributed throughout the cell and is largely unaffected by either
intracellular environment fluctuations or cellular auto-fluores-
cence. Calcein has been used previously in other volume
measurement experiments [72,73,74,75]. Vybrant
TM DiI cell-
labelling solution (cat# V-22885, Invitrogen Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR) is used as a lipophilic membrane marker [76] added
directly to phenol free RPMI to uniformly label cell suspensions.
DiI has been used for measuring cellular volume in various cell
types including glioma cells [77]. Molecular Probes’ Hoechst
33342 trihydrochloride, tryhydrate nucleic acid stain (cat#H1399,
Invitrogen Molecular Probes Inc, Eugene, OR) is a cell-permeant
nuclear counter stain that emits blue fluorescence when bound to
dsDNA and is used as a nuclei marker. Phenylarsine Oxide (PAO)
(cat#P3075, sigma, Saint Louis, MO) is an inhibitor of cell surface
receptor internalization. Agarose mixture (1% Agarose (Molecular
Grade, cat# BIO-41025, Bioline, Luckenwalde, Germany), 0.25%
W/V Bovine Serum Albumin in phosphate buffered saline kept at
37uC) was prepared for use as an imaging medium to minimise
lateral movements and keep the cells in place during imaging.
Preparation and Purification of Recombinant Proteins
Recombinant proteins used in this study include b-cateninEE,
full-length FLAG-GSK3b,H 6-m Axin-HA, full-length H6-APC-
EE and the intracellular domain of E-cadherin. The expression
and purification of all recombinant proteins are as described in
Text S1.
Cell Compartment Volume Measurements and Analysis
with Confocal 3D Microscopy
Trypsinised cells from the 5 cell cultures was stained with
Calcein AM fluorescent dye, Hoechst 33342 nucleic acid stain and
Vybrant DiI cell labelling solution to mark the cytoplasm, nuclei
and membrane respectively. The stained cells were embedded
evenly in agarose mixture within a Sykes Moore Chamber. 3D
image stacks of the embedded cells were acquired using the
Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope and processed using
Metamorph Premier image processing software. Image analysis
and cell compartment calculations were performed in Matlab [78]
to obtain the resultant volumetric calculations. Details of the
protocol can be obtained from Text S2 and Figures S1, S2, S3,
and S4.
Measuring protein concentrations in mammalian cells
Utilizing the measured volume and quantitative western blot
analysis technique, the whole cell protein concentrations of key
Wnt proteins b-catenin, GSK3b, Axin and APC as well as the
cellular adhesion protein E-cadherin for the five mammalian cell
lines HEK293T, MDCK, Caco-2, SW480 and SW480APC were
systematically quantified and analysed. The compartment con-
centrations of b-catenin (both total and active forms) were further
quantified for the cell lines. Details of the measurement procedures
can be found in Text S3 and Figures S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, and S10.
The dependency of the sub-cellular distribution of b-catenin
(both total and active forms) on the cell culture conditions for
SW480 and SW480APC cells was investigated using confocal
imaging. The relative 3D compartment quantification of b-catenin
in SW480 and SW480APC was conducted as per described in the
Text S3.
Computational Analysis of the Wnt signalling pathway
The response of Lee et al. 2003 [32] model to the protein
concentration values associated with the mammalian cytosolic
extract system was investigated by employing the full ‘‘ODE’’
(ordinary differential equation) model by Lee et al. 2003 [32]. In
this study, the association of Lee et al.’s model in the context of
mammalian whole cell system was investigated by integrating the
newly acquired quantitative data (total protein concentrations).
The computational model utilised in the study is a reconstruc-
tion of Lee et al.’s model [32]. Instead of reducing the model using
approximations such as fast binding reactions [32], the complete
model comprising all of the rate equations representing all of the
interacting components of the pathway were employed. This
strategy was chosen as it was unclear if Lee et al.’s assumptions for
model reduction would hold true for the mammalian systems.
Therefore a non-presumptive approach with all the reactions was
used. In this integration analysis, Lee et al. model was solved in
MATLAB [78] using the stiff ODE solver ‘ode23s’ [79]. The stiff
ODE solver is commonly used for biochemical reactions due to the
potential rapid variations in the solutions caused by differences in
the mass-action rate equations. The model was first verified by
Figure 12. Total protein concentrations of b-catenin and Axin.
Initial and Steady State total concentrations for Xenopus egg extract
(Lee et al., 2003) and whole cell lysate (WCL) from the mammalian cell
lines. As expected, APC and GSK3b remained stable (results not shown)
due to the lack of input and output fluxes in the Lee et al., 2003 model.
Notes: For b-catenin, the ratio of total initial to steady state (I:SS)
concentrations are given in the box below the bar for the respective cell
line. Total protein concentration implies summation of concentrations
of free and all protein complexes containing the specific protein.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031882.g012
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the Xenopus data.
The experimental WCL concentrations measured are total
concentration for each individual protein, without information of
the distribution of these proteins among the various complexes.
The first step in the computational analysis then involves steady
state redistribution of the proteins among its complexes (see
Figure 10). This analysis involves two phases, both steady state
redistribution of proteins among the complexes but with different
conditions. Phase A is conducted as a closed system, where all
input and output fluxes are switched off. Using the calculated
results from Phase A as an initial condition, Phase B repeats the
redistribution in an open system (all reactions employed). If the
Lee et al. model is appropriate for mammalian systems, it is
expected the total protein level are to be maintained after
redistribution in an open system.
To determine if Lee et al. model is steady state representative of
Wnt signalling in mammalian cells, steady state simulation (Phase
A and B) are conducted with [32] the new total protein
concentrations quantitative data and the original set of reaction
rates (including fluxes relating to protein production etc) used by
Lee et al. Specifically, Lee et al. model is simulated without Wnt
stimulation (Wnt=0) and starting from the initial concentrations
(given by the respective total protein concentrations of the key
components in both Lee et al.’s and the WCL concentrations). The
system ODEs were solved to obtain the new steady states with
proteins redistributing among their various complexes initially in a
closed system (Phase A), followed by an open system (Phase B)
[32]. To test the uniqueness of the final solution for the set of initial
concentrations, the computed protein redistribution simulation
was also performed via an alternate pathway, namely, using only
Phase B and the initial experimental concentrations to obtain the
corresponding final steady state solution (open system). The
computed open-system steady-state distributions were found to be
pathway independent concentrations, suggesting the computed
open-system steady states are robust.
Supporting Information
Figure S1 Steps for image stack analysis and selection
of cells using metamorph. Fluorescence labelled cytosol
(Calcein AM in green), membrane (Vybrant DiI in red) and
nuclei (Hoechst 33342 in blue).
(TIF)
Figure S2 Procedures for image processing and quan-
tification (Steps 1 to 3). Import, separate channels and
segment image. Step 1, IMPORT: Import image stack TIFF for
each individual selected cell. Step 2, CHANNEL SEPARATION:
Separate independent channel information. Step 3, IMAGE
SEGMENTATION: Threshold, filter and fill holes to generate
binary masks.
(TIF)
Figure S3 Procedures for image processing and quan-
tification (Steps 4 and 5). 3D object filtering, processing and
quantification.
(TIF)
Figure S4 Procedures for image processing and quan-
tification (Steps 6 to 8). Data consolidation, cell population
analysis and volume distribution analysis.
(TIF)
Figure S5 Western blots for quantitative analysis of
whole cell lysates (WCL) for Wnt signalling proteins. (A)
b-catenin (B) APC (C) Axin (D) GSK3b (E) E-cadherin in the
different cell lines with recombinant proteins as standards.
(TIF)
Figure S6 Procedures for quantifying levels of proteins
in WCL. This figure uses b-catenin as the specific protein
investigated. Mass of total protein, TP per lane (A) calculated
based on known amount of protein loaded. The total mass of
specific protein (P) per lane (B) was calculated using the standard
curve of known amounts of the P in the same western blot. Mass of
P per ng TP loaded (C) calculated by dividing B with A. P per ng
TP (D) calculated by averaging n independent sets of C. Average
TP per cell (E) acquired from cell count and BCA assay
experiments and used to calculate average P per cell (F) by
multiplying D with E. Relative molecular weight of P, (Mr) used to
calculate nanomole of P per cell, dividing F with Mr. Whole cell
volume of a resting cell (H) was measured in this study and used to
calculate the Molar concentration of P per cell (I), dividing G with
H. Final concentration of P per cell calculated in nM per cell (J).
(TIF)
Figure S7 Western blots for quantitative compartment
analysis of b-catenin. b-catenin levels in (A) HEK293T, (B)
Caco-2, (C) MDCK, (D) SW480 and (E) SW480APC with
recombinant b-catenin as protein standards.
(TIF)
Figure S8 Western blots for quantitative compartment
analysis of ‘‘active’’ b-catenin. (A) Western blot of two
identical sets of recombinant b-catenin probed for total or ‘‘active’’
b-catenin. The standard curves generated by these two sets were
used for correlating protein levels detected by the two antibodies.
‘‘Active’’ b-catenin levels in (B) HEK293T, (C) Caco-2, (D)
MDCK, (E) SW480 and (F) SW480APC with recombinant b-
catenin as protein standards.
(TIF)
Figure S9 Procedures for quantifying proteins levels for
sub-cellular fractions. The mass of b-catenin per lane (E) from
the western blot was calculated using known amounts of
recombinant b-catenin. Mass of b-catenin in the loading sample
(F) and subsequently total cell volume (G) was calculated by scaling
to the original cell volume (B). Dividing F by total cell count (A)
gives the mass of b-catenin per cell (H). Relative molecular weight
of b-catenin (Mr) was then used to calculate nanomole of b-catenin
per cell (I=H4Mr). Whole cell volume of a resting cell (J) was
acquired in this study and used to calculate the molar
concentration of b-catenin per cell (K=I4J). Final concentration
of b-catenin per cell calculated in nM (L).
(TIF)
Figure S10 Dependency of b-catenin distribution in
SW480 and SW480APC on confluency. 3D confocal imaging
and compartment analysis at different confluency: (A) SW480 and
(B) SW480APC at low confluency; (C) SW480 and (D)
SW480APC at high confluency. Panels show the (i) overlay (DAPI
in blue and b-catenin in green), (ii) DAPI, (iii) b-catenin, (iv)
nuclear b-catenin intensity and (v) non-nuclear b-catenin intensity
images. (E) Results of compartmental analysis in intensity per
voxel shows higher nuclear:non-nuclear b-catenin ratio (.1) for
low confluency samples. Lower nuclear:non-nuclear b-catenin
ratio (,1) is observed for highly confluent samples. (F) Sub-cellular
fractionation results for both cell-lines at difference confluency in
b-catenin concentrations (nM). Increasing cytosolic and mem-
brane b-catenin concentrations are observed with increasing
confluency with the nuclear b-catenin levels remaining constant.
(G and H) b-catenin compartment distribution (in % of
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es and the cytosolic b-catenin level increases with increasing
confluency. The membrane levels remained constant. Note: panels
ii–v are grayscaled for visual clarity.
(TIF)
Figure S11 Sub-cellular distribution of ‘‘active’’ b-
catenin in mammalian cells. (A) Compartment concentra-
tions of ‘‘active’’ b-catenin in HEK293T, Caco-2, MDCK,
SW480 and SW480APC cells. (B) Percentage distribution of
‘‘active’’ b-catenin for the five cell lines.
(TIF)
Figure S12 Cell population sizing and selection
(HEK293T). Population statistics of HEK293T, showing the
(A) histograms of normalised volume (Calcein AM/Hoechst); (B)
Scatter plot of fluorescent marked volumes (Calcein AM vs.
Hoechst) showing a good linear relationship; (C) Scatter plot of
fluorescent marked volumes (Calcein AM vs. Hoechst) showing
population isolation and the cut-off volumes applied.
(TIF)
Figure S13 Cell population sizing and selection
(MDCK). Population statistics of MDCK, showing the (A)
histograms of normalised volume (Calcein AM/Hoechst); (B)
Scatter plot of fluorescent marked volumes (Calcein AM vs.
Hoechst) showing a good linear relationship; (C) Scatter plot of
fluorescent marked volumes (Calcein AM vs. Hoechst) showing
population isolation and the cut-off volumes applied.
(TIF)
Figure S14 Cell population sizing and selection (Caco-
2). Population statistics of Caco-2, showing the (A) histograms of
normalised volume (Calcein AM/Hoechst); (B) Scatter plot of
fluorescent marked volumes (Calcein AM vs. Hoechst) showing a
good linear relationship; (C) Scatter plot of fluorescent marked
volumes (Calcein AM vs. Hoechst) showing population isolation
and the cut-off volumes applied.
(TIF)
Figure S15 Cell population sizing and selection
(SW480). Population statistics of SW480, showing the (A)
histograms of normalised volume (Calcein AM/Hoechst); (B)
Scatter plot of fluorescent marked volumes (Calcein AM vs.
Hoechst) showing a good linear relationship; (C) Scatter plot of
fluorescent marked volumes (Calcein AM vs. Hoechst) showing
population isolation and the cut-off volumes applied.
(TIF)
Text S1 Preparation and Purification of Recombinant
Proteins.
(DOC)
Text S2 Protocol for confocal cell compartment volume
measurements and analysis.
(DOC)
Text S3 Measurement Protocol for Protein Concentra-
tions in Mammalian Cells.
(DOC)
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